1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

In observational studies, there is often time-dependent confounding: some covariates are predictors of both the treatment and the outcome. These covariates may also be affected by the treatment history. In such cases, standard regression methods adjusting for the covariate history can lead to bias ([@ASW031C13]; [@ASW031C12]; [@ASW031C14]). Coarse structural nested mean models ([@ASW031C11]) are useful for handling time-varying confounding, but they depend on correct specification of the treatment effect model.

In this paper we propose a goodness-of-fit test for correct specification of the treatment effect model. The key insight is that a correctly specified treatment effect model leads to a larger number of unbiased estimating equations than parameters, which results in over-identification of the latter. Over-identification restrictions tests, also called Sargan tests or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$J$\end{document}$-tests ([@ASW031C18]; [@ASW031C2]), are widely used in econometrics. The standard over-identification restrictions test, given by the minimized value of the generalized method of moments ([@ASW031C8]) criterion function, has a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\chi ^{2}$\end{document}$ limiting distribution, with degrees of freedom equal to the number of over-identification restrictions. In most situations, the minimum of the generalized method of moments criterion is obtained via a continuous iterative procedure that updates the parameter estimates until convergence ([@ASW031C3]). [@ASW031C1] showed that the test statistic based on one-step estimates other than the optimal generalized method of moments estimates is not robust and tends to over-reject even in large samples. In the statistics literature, generalized method of moments inference has been used as part of the quadratic inference function approach developed by [@ASW031C9] and [@ASW031C6].

Coarse structural nested mean models result in an infinite number of estimating functions, indexed by a set of arbitrary functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$q$\end{document}$. The precision of the estimator depends on the estimating functions ([@ASW031C7]). Generalized method of moments approaches provide optimal combinations of the parameter-identification estimating functions and the goodness-of-fit estimating functions. However, it is not clear which estimating functions should be used. Semiparametric efficiency theory allows us to derive an optimal set of estimating equations whose corresponding $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$z$\end{document}$-estimator achieves the semiparametric efficiency bound ([@ASW031C10]). Combining optimal estimating equations with additional goodness-of-fit estimating equations allows simultaneous estimation and testing, as in the traditional over-identification approach, but it can unnecessarily increase estimation variability ([@ASW031C6]). The purpose of this paper is to introduce a different strategy that separates estimation and testing, so that the estimator attains optimality under the null model and the test has high power. To achieve this, we obtain parameter estimates by solving the optimal estimating equations with the number of equations equal to the number of parameters, rather than by minimizing an objective function. The over-identified restrictions, used only for testing, can be developed from some parametric specification of alternative models. Simulation studies show that our test statistic has correct size for large samples and high power in all the scenarios considered. Another advantage of the over-identification restrictions test is that no bootstrap is needed to compute the test statistic, which is valuable when working with large samples.

2.. Coarse structural nested mean model analysis {#s2}
================================================
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}{}$T=\infty $\end{document}$ if the subject never started the treatment during follow-up. We assume that the subjects constitute an independent sample from a larger population ([@ASW031C17]), and for notational simplicity we drop the subscript $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Following [@ASW031C7], we model the treatment effect as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To derive the optimal estimating equation, and hence the optimal estimator, we assume that for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.. Goodness-of-fit test {#s3}
========================
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4.. Extension of goodness-of-fit test in the presence of censoring {#s4}
==================================================================
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5.. Simulations {#s5}
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GOF, the proposed goodness-of-fit test; EMFT, elaborated model fitting and testing approach.

6.. Application {#s6}
===============

We used the proposed test to study how the timing of antiretroviral treatment initiation after HIV infection predicts the effect of one year of treatment in HIV-positive patients. We analysed data from the Acute Infection and Early Disease Research Program, which is a multicentre, observational cohort study of HIV-positive patients diagnosed during acute and early infection ([@ASW031C4]). Dates of infection were estimated based on a stepwise algorithm that uses clinical and laboratory data ([@ASW031C19]). We included patients with CD4 and viral load measured within 12 months of the estimated date of infection, which resulted in 1696 patients. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We started with a simple null model for the treatment effect, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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CI, confidence interval; DF, degrees of freedom.
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[Supplementary material available at *Biometrika* online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} includes asymptotic properties of the optimal estimator and the goodness-of-fit test statistic, as well as details of the simulation and application.
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